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Position of
Controller
Filled at PV

DEDICATION CEREMONY - The Solid State Laboratory presented to the University by
AT&T Bell Laboratories was dedicated last week and named for PV engineering professor Thomas
N. Fogarty, pictured at left with his wife and son at far right. Others pictured include (from left)
retired dean C. L. Wilson, Dean Decatur Rogers, and AT&T-PR representative Letty Gavilo.

EXPRESSING THANKS State Representative
Wilhelmina Delco accepts gift from Mrs. Pear Martin following
her address before the Texas Ministers Conference calling ro allout support for the Constitution Amendment for Higher Education scheduled for vote in November. Board of Regents member
Dr. John Coleman, President Percy Pierre and Rev. S. M. Wright
join in the expression of gratitude.

The position of Controller
has been established for the
university's fiscal operation
and it has been filled by
Charles E. White, an experienced financial manager.
Dr. Herbert N. Watkins,
executive vice president for
administration, announced.
Mr. White began service on
February 20 and is responsible
for all functions in fiscal
affairs with the principal
exception of purchasing. He
has successful experience in the
design and implementation of
accounting systems and has
worked in the development of
procedures and staff development programs.
According to Dr. Watkins,
the new controller will
"become a part of the
university's strong effort to
reach a level of efficiency and
effective operations!'

location of New Post
Office is Campus Issue

Hall. Admission is $1.50 for
students and $3.00 for adults.

.
B_y~ett;"'S~ith ramrodded
Prame Views P8:'1the~ettes to
fi!st place and K;1th King won
his fourth straight shot put
crown in the Southwestern
Athletic Conference indoor
track and field championships
in Jackson, Ms. over the
weekend.
Smith, a senior from
Phoenix, Arizona, won first
place in the 3000 meter run in
10:42.3, finished second in the
1000 meter run to teammate
Cathy Taylor and ran on the
second place 3200 meter relay
team.
Taylor, a freshman from St.
Louis, Mo., won the 800
meters in a record setting time
of 2: 12.91. She broke the old
mark of 2:14.82 set by Wanda
Nicholson of Southern.
The Pantherettes had an
easy time of garnering first
place amassing 142 points with
second place Jackson far back
with just 86.
The four-lap relay team of
Lynne Gamble, Deirdre Jackson, Jocelyn Tatum and Easter
Gabriel ran first in a time of
I :04.88 and the 1600 meter
relay foursome of Lavonda
Luckett, Norrie McAfee,
Tatum and Gabriel finished
first in a time of 3:46.1.
King was the only individual
winner for the Panthers, who
finsihed fifth in the team race,
in the men's division. He won
with a toss of 51-5 in the shot
put with Grambling's Lavell
Moore far back with a toss of
48-5.
The victory was King's
fourth straight indoor crown in
the shot put. He also has won

The City of Prairie View has
been awarded a Post Office of
its own - its First. Until
recently Prairie View's mail
was handled through the
Hempstead Post Office, with a
branch office located on the
college campus.
Many Prairie View citizens
receive their mail on RFD, out
of the Hempstead office.
It now appears that some
conflict has developed regarding the location of a
long-awaited and much-needed
Pos.t Office building. Some
feel the building should be

located on campus (state
property) where approximately
85 percent of the Prairie View
mail is addressed. Many
citizens, on the other hand,
feel that Post Offices are
awarded to cities, towns, and
even hamlets and raise the
question why should the City
of Prairie View be so denied.
According to recent reports,
City officials are divided on
the issue. Mayor Eristus Sams
has expressed an interest in
keeping the Post Office on
campus while several councilSee POST OFFICE, Page 2

PV Women Capture
Dramatic Group Presents "Wizard of Oz" SWAC Track Title
The Division of Drama and
the Charles Gilpin Players
have announced the presentation of their third major
productions of the 1983-84
theatre season- "The Wizard
of Oz!'
The ever popular musical

takes the audience on a
journey through the land of Oz
with Dorothy and her _friends
to the beautiful city of
Emeralds. Along the way, they
encounter colorful munchkins,
wacky and wicked witches and
finally, a terrible wizard. The

production, written by L.
Frank Baum and directed by
c. Lee Turner, is entertainment for the entire family.
Performances will be on
February 28 through March 2
and March 5 and 6 in the Litt!~
Theatre at Hobart Taylor, Sr.

Persons in reservations
should call the Division of
Drama at (409) 857-2356
between the hours of 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.

Groundbreaking for All-Faiths Chapel
State-wide leaders in the All-Faiths Chapel Fund Raising
Drive join with college officials in breaking ground for construction of the long-awaited chapel which will provide adequate
facilities for worship by students, staff and visitors.

Student Activities, serves as coordinator of the conference and
director of the Fund Drive.
According to Reverend Johnson the building will cost over
$640,000. The ground br~aking ceremony took place on the proposed site located at the campus entrance in front of the presiThe occasion was part to the Annual Ministers Conference dent's campus residence and guest house.
program which draws hundreds of religious leaders from all parts
All funds for the 6,233 square-foot chapel have been raised
of the state. Reverend W. Van Johnson, Chaplain and Director of from private sources.

GROUND BREAKING OF THE ALL-FAITHS CHAPEL

.
the past. three crowns m the
shot p~t. m t~e outdoor meets.
Prame View's 1600-meter
relay foursome of Freshman
Byron Sweat, Anthony Granville, Eric Pogue and Kevin
McKinley had their best time
See TRACK, Page 5

Easter Gabriel

Brynette Smith
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Agricultural Dean Conducts Semina
On Caribbean Basin Initiative

UNIVERSITY GIFT - Representatives of the M. W. Kellogg Company Frank Monacelli and
Martha Bowling present $3000 check for Engineering to Vice President Johnny R. Hill.

Business College Establis~es
Tutorial Laboratory
The Prairie View A&M
College of Business has
announced the inception of a
Tutorial Laboratory which will
utilize videotaped lectures. The
main objective of the project,
according to Professor Herman I Brann, is to improve the
importance of graduate and
undergraduate students by
providing more frequent
opportunities for tutorial
reinforcement sessions based
on videotaped materials.
Other important goals of the
project, according to Professor
Brann, are:
1. To provide opportunities
for improving teaching techniques through self-evaluation
and peer evaluation.
2. To improve the content of
graduate and undergraduate

courses through improved
teaching techniques.
3. To provide opportunities
for graduate students to satisfy
pre-requisites and co-requisites
on a more efficient basis.
4. To provide training
opportunities for graduate and
undergraduate students serving
as peer advisors and teaching
assistants.
5. To prepare minority
students with increasing opportunities for admission to
the graduate programs of
prestigious universities.
The following courses,
profe sor Brann states, will be
videotaped initially; microeconomics, Principles, Macro- ·
economics Principles, Statistics, Intermediate Microeconomics, and Managerial

Ecnonmics. If there is evidence
of a significant improvement
in student achievement, the
project will be expanded to
include other courses and
instructors within the College
of Business.

POST OFFICE
CONTINUED from Page I

men leading the drive to have
the facility built near but
off-campus.
University President Percy
Pierre has said, "We can't
afford to lose the service we
already have, and any solution
to this must involve the
university. We're not fighting
the city and I don't want to get
into that posture!'
Several locations have been

FACULTY & STAFF
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M CAMPUS
• TIRED of paying excessive INCOME TAX?
• NEED an investment vehicle that will pay up to 12% on
y11r money, INCOME TAX FREE, while you are working?
• WANT PROTECTION for your family in the event of your
death or disability, and WRITE THE COST OFF your gross
taxable income?
•••• THEN ,••••
YOU NEED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR STATESPONSORED TAX DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN!
QUALIFICATIONS: STATE EMPLOYEE

Dr. Theodore R. Freeman,
Dean, College of Agriculture
at PV AM U conducted a
seminar on "The Implications
of the Caribbean Basin
Initiative for Historically
Black Educational Institutions" at Fort Valley State
College in late January.
Attended by the agricultural
faculty at Ft. Valley, the
purpo e of the seminar was to
help clarify issues on how
Black Universities might become involved in the many
programs and activities that
will result from the Governmen ts new programs in the
Caribbean Basin.
The Caribbean Basin Initiative was launched by President
Reagan in February 1982 in a
speech before the Organization
of American States. Since that
time various Government
agencies have been organizing
programs aimed at implementing the President's ideas.
Freeman aid the importance
of this initiative is extremely
significant for Black educational institution~ because the
thru t of the Initiative is to
shift much of the international
development work away from
government agencies such as
USAID and depend on the
private sector such as
Universities and private companies to spearhead overseas
development work.
suggested and are being
considered. Some are on
campus but near the entrance
which could be easily accessible to both university and city.
Many who are interested in
promoting City developing call
for a City Post Office like
Hempstead, Waller, Magnolia
and smaller communities, but
with a branch office on
campus, like the present set-up
with Hempstead.
Summing u p feelings expressed, most hope that both
sides are winners in this case.
It's all in the family.

In addition, President Reagan has issued an Executive
Order req uiring a ll U .S.
Government agencies to encourage and provide for the
participation of Black Educational Institutions in all
bovernment sponsored programs. Also, the recently
enacted Gray amendment to
the Foreign Assistance Act
requires USAID to set-aside at
least ten percent of the
Developmental
Assistance
budget
for - Minorities,
which specifically includes
"Hi torical Black Colleges and
Universities:• The set-aside for
the current fiscal year was
estimated at about $135.0
million.
During the seminar at Ft.
Valley State College, Dr.
Freeman reviewed the features
of the caribbean Basin
Initiative but spent most of the
time talking about the
Strategies the Black Colleges
should implement in order to
take advantage of the new
opportunitie being afforded
by those recent initiatives. He

said "if Black Institutions
to par ticipate in these n
programs they will need
allocate su fficie n t resour
in term of sta ff and fu
in order to service these s
requirements. The man-po
requirements for internati
agricultural development w
are tremendous. It can n01
approached half-heartedly!
President Reagan has
signated 20 countries to
beneficiarie of the Carib
Basin Initiative . These
countries make up a v
diverse region, requiring
specific strategies be devel
depending on the nature of
country. This diversity die
that careful analysis
planning precede a decisio
become involved in agri
tural development in
region. Dr. Freeman said •
rewards and benefits t
could accrue to Bl
Educational Institutions c
be great if projects
programs are carefully pla
and successfully carried o

Mr. Bruce Poindexter Oeft) of the Monsanto Corpo
presents check for $750.00 to Dr. Theodore R. Freeman, Dea
the Colleae of Agriculture. Each year Monsanto makes a &ifl
the Collqe Scholarship Fund. The fund provides fin ancial
port for deserving students which allows them to participale
National and International Events.

Marshall Chevrolet-Olds
in Hempstead
11

We Clobber Big
City Prices''

CALL or VISIT your personal representative for more
information and enrollment forms .

HOUSTON MANAGEMENT CONSUIJING SERVICES, INC.
"A Full Service Personal Financial Planning Agency"

'Palwia c.

(713) 980-7682 HOME

w--,.c....,,.

(713) 266-8899 OFFICE

YOU HAVE NO CHOICE - YOU WILL SPEND TII IOIIY!
BUT, • • • WHO WOULD YOU RATHER PAY • • • UNCLE SAM OR YOURSELF?

.-aCHEVROLET

LAWRENCE MARSHALL
CHEVROLET-OLDS., INC. ~
P. 0 . Box 983 _

HEMPSTEAD
826-2411

Hempstead

OLOSIIOBIU
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PV A&M Students Admitted to Professional Schools
Students of Prairie View
A&M University have been

admitted to professional
schools for 1984-85 in record
numbers. The names of the
students and the schools that
admitted them are as follows:
I . Gerald Adams
University of Texas Medical
School at Houston.
2. Kenneth Ferguson -

University of Texas Medical
School at Houston.
3. Edwin Johnson University of Texas Medical
School at Galveston.
4. Felix Kirven - Texas
A&M University Medical
School, Texas College of
Osteopathic Medicine.
5. Chris Malone
University of South Alabama

Medical School, University of
Alabama Medical School,
University of Texas Medical
School at San Antonio.
6. Esther Lyons - Texas
College of Osteopathic Medicine at Fort Worth.
7. Clinton Price - University of Texas Medical School at
Galveston, Texas Tech School

of Medicine, Howard Univer
sity School of Medicine.

8. Donna Shanks ~ Ohio
University College of Osteopathic Medicine at Athens.
9. Ruth Smith - University
of Texas Dental School at
Houston, University of Texas
Dental School at San Antonio.
10. Michael Williams -

Marquette University School
of Dentistry.
Dr. J. E. Berry, Chairman
of the Biology Department,
stated that the success rate was
due to the excellent academic
achievements of the students,
dedicated faculty, and the
pt'rformance of Prairie View
students previously admitted
to
professional schools

throughout the United States.
Dr. George Brown is the
Premedical Advisor in the
Biology Department.

God never did make a
more calm, quiet, innocent,
recreation than angling.
-Isaak Walton,
"The Complete Angler"

WHY WOULD AN MBA
GO INTO SALES?
Because It's Smart!
The smart MBA recognizes that selling provides an ideal career start. It puts you on the .. firing line· in a competitive
marketing environment. It offers an exposure to the problems and benefits of a company's product line. It's a groundfloor
education into overall corporate operations. And it's a fast track into management.
Many an MBA has started in sales and ended up in the boardroom . But they were smart. They chose their first employer
on the basis of industry strength and potential. of market share and product quality. and of progressive management. That's
why in 1984 the smart MBA is taking a long hard look at the Diagnostics Division of Abbott Laboratories.

WHY WOULD AN MBA
SELL DIAGNOSTICS?
Because It's Smart!
Medical diagnostic products are used internationally to identify specific illnesses and moni~or the eff~ct of therapeutic
treatments. They are changing the face of modern medicine. and are one of the fastest growing areas in the health care
products industry. By 1990 diagnostics will grow from $4 billion to $9 billion. And a major reason for that growth can be
attributed to the sophisticated products created by Abbott Diagnostics.

WHY WOULD AN MBA
SELL FOR ABBOTT?
Because It's Smart!
When you look at Abbott Diagnostics. you're looking at Number I. the undisputed world leader In medical
diagnostics. You're looking at a company that spends millions of dolla~ on product research and dev~lop_ment.
A company whose advances in fluorescent immunoassays and enzyme 1mmunoassays have created a significant
demand for newer and faster products. A company with an exceptional reputation for quality, pricing and
product support. What's more. you're looking at a company in its infancy. but with extraordinary potential
and opportunities.

WHY WOULD AN MBA
INTERVIEW WITH ABBOTT?
Because It's Very Smart!
For professionals just beginning their careers. Abbott is a name worth investigating. We're.experienced. ~ggressive.
and financially strong. But the only way_to really explore this unusual career opportunity !S to talk with an
Abbott representative. Sign up sheets for Abbott Diagnostics' interviewing schedule are being posted !"OW. ~eet
with us and find out just how promising a career in medical diagnostics can be. l_f you ar:e u_nable to interview,
but would like a copy of our brochure, "Peak Performance - Careers at Abbott D1a~nost1cs. send a resume to:
Manager - MBA Recruitment. Abbott Laboratories. Diagnostics Division. North Chicago. IL 60064 .

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD
March 5, 1984

FOR DETAILS, CHECK WITH
YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

Abbott is an Affirmative Action Employer

Student Affairs Corner

A Tribute

W. C. Freeman, Jr.
The Texas A&M University System executive closest to
Prairie View over the past 36 years has been W. C. Freeman, who
at 64 is retiring after serving the system in every position possible.
He introduced every new chancellor to the campus here since
Gibb Gilchrist and accompanied them and other System officials
to commencements and other major events. He not only knew
and respected Prairie View Presidents and fiscal officers, he knew
down-the-line personnel and often took the time to help work out
departmental fiscal problems with them. There is not a PV old
timer around who didn 't know and hold a high regard for " Mr.
Freeman!'
The A&M System, including Prairie View, will miss Clyde
Freeman. All who spoke at the recent banquet held in his honor at
College Station made such expressions. Speakers included Dr. M.
T . Harrington, Chancellor Arthur G. Hansen , former Deputy
Chancellor Fred G. Benson, Bob Anderson, Calvin Guest and
Regents H. R. Bright and Joe Reynolds.
Chairman Bright, who attended A&M with Freeman, said
that " Freeman had three qualities: willingness, capability and
faithfulness, that gained him the respect and admiration of
anyone who had dealings with him during his 36-year service:•
All of us at Prairie View would like to add - Amen .

Outstanding Young Women
Of America
Prairie View students Deidra
Lynn Lewis and Cynthia E.
Dixon have been named for
inclusion in the 1983 edition of
OUTSTANDING
YOUNG
WOMEN IN AMERICA.
The Outstanding Young
Women of America program is
designed to honor and
encourage exceptional young
women between the ages of 21
and 25 who have distinguished
themselves in their homes,
professions and communities.
Deidra and Cynthia, along

with 23,000 fellow nominees
from across the United States,
will be presented in the annual
awards volume for 1983. In
addition, they are now being
considered for one of the
fifty-oe state awards made to
the outstanding nominee from
each state. From these
fifty-one state winners, the Ten
Outstanding Young Women of
America will be chosen, and
honored at the annual awards
luncheon in Washington, D.

C.

Wesley Foundation Retreat
Members of the P.V.U.
Wesley Foundation attended a
Campus Retreat in Lakeview,
Texas February 3 through 5.
All Texas colleges and
universities having a Wesley
Foundation or other Methodist
organization were invited to
attend the retreat for a
weekend of recreation, study
and meditation.
Ten Prairie View students
attended the retreat; President
James Wright, Vice President
The first American to
enter the Olypic Pentathlon
(five events) was George
Patton, later General Patton.
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Jennifer Edwards, Secretary
Dianne Bobb, and members
Herbert Moore, Sam Wilrich,
Eric Lee, Wesley Brown,
Kristy Bennett, Michael Gilmore, and Leslie Silas. They
were accompanied by sponsor,
Reverend Thurman Taylor.
According to Foundation
President James Wright, "The
trip was very productive.' Many
of us learned and earned
religious insight, not only from
other campus leaders, but
among ourselves also!'
For further information
about the Wesley Foundation,
interested parties may contact
Reverend Thurman Taylor at
857-3465 or Diane Bodd at ext.
3131.

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER
Published Bi-Weekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie
View A&M University. THE PANTHER serv'!s as the voice
of Panther/and.

Prairie View A6M University is open to all, regardless of
race, color, religion, or national origin.
EDITORS ... . ............ Carmelita Bevil, Bridgette Bass
REPORTERS .. . .......... . .. Carol Alexander, Janie Flores,
Vanessa Jackson, Gina Wood
SPORTS . ..... . ...... . .. Michael Brown, LaFayette Turner
PHOTOGRAPHERS ........ . Marvin Howard, Glenn Mackey,
Jimmy Poindextef
ADVERTISING: . . ...... . ..... Gloria Perez, Kenneth Pogue,
Ad Managers

THE PANTHER is a non-profit, self-supporting newspaper
operating as a service t.o Prairie View A&M University and
the surrounding community. THEPANTHERalsoservesas
a laboratory newspaper for students in reporting, editing and
photography classes within the Department of Communications.
Any news items, advertising, or matters of interest t.o THE
p ANTHER may be presented to the Department of Student
Publications, Communications Building, 2nd Floor, Hilliard
_Hall: Tele~h~~e ~5_7:2117. ~ : ~--\Y~, Pu~lica~i~~s Direcl:O~· . .

1. Upset by your untidy roommate?
2. Having trouble keeping up with your studies?
3. On academic probation?
4. Overwhelmed by it all and need to talk with someone?
Try the Counseling Center, there is a convenient location to
serve you.

The Counseling Center is open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday. For assistance, you may contact them
by telephone at 857-2025 or in person at Room 217 Evans Hall.
Satellite Counseling Centers are located in each residence~all,
and at the Houston Nursing Center. The schedule for the Satellite
Centers is as follows:
DREW HALL

ROOM 16-A

Monday ........ ... .... .'...... 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.
Tuesday ............... . ...... 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 "Nk°t\
Thursday ..... . ..... . ..... . ... 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon
SUAREZ-COLLINS HALL

PRESIDENT PINNED - Dr. Percy A. Pierre gets a
welcome, pretty smile and a badge as he prepared to extend
greetings to the important religious leaders from across the state.

BANKS HALL

Journalism
Scholarships
Announced
Journalism students at
Prairie View A&M University
are eligible to apply for the
1984-85 William B. Ruggles
Journalism Scholarship.
The scholarship is a
$2,000.00 annual award given
in honor of William B.
Ruggles, Editor Emeritus of
the Dallas Morning News. The
1984 recipient will receive an
all-expense paid trip to
Washington, D.C., to receive
the scholarhip at a special
ceremony on May 4.
The scholarship is sponsored
by The National Right To
Work Committee. Applicants
are chosen on the basis of
academic record, potential for
success in journalism, and a
500-word essay concerning the
Right to Work Principle.
Applications may be obtained from the Communications Department in Room
107, Hilliard Hall.

Dr. E. J. Thomas
To Chair Honors
Convocation Group
Dr. E. Joahanne Thomas,
Head of the Department of
English and Foreign Languages at Prairie View A&M,
has been appointed chairperson of the Honors Convocation Committee.
As head of the committee,
Dr. Thomas will select a
Faculty/Student Committee to
assist her in developing and
implementing the Honors
Convocation program. The
program will be held annually
in the Sp~g. and will ~onor

=:~sg0:1::i~~~~;si~~..

10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m .
,2:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
12:00 Noon

ROOM 135

Monday . . . . .................. 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday . . .. . ... .. . .. .... _ . . .. 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday . . ... . .... . .. .. .... 10:00 a.m.
Friday .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2:00 p.m.

Staff Promotions
Ms. Esther Easley was
employed in the Cooperative
Research Center in the College
of Agriculture in March, 1983
but her willingness to work
hard and go the "extra mile"
for the job have really paid
off. She was promoted from
clerk typist to secretary
effective October I, 1983 in the

ROOM 107

Monday .. . ...... . ..... . ...... 8:00 a.m. to
Tuesday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:00 a.m. to
Wednesday ... .. . . .. . . ... .. ... 1:00 p.m. to
4:00 p.m. to
Thursday ........ . ..... . ...... 10:00 a.m. to
to
to
to
to

3:00 p.m.
12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon
4:00 p.m.

ROOM 133
Cooperative Research Center. FtJLLER HALL
Monday . . ... .. . ... .. . .. .. . . . . 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
She was also elected by her
Wednesday . .. . .. .. . . . . .. ..... 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon
peers as the AG RICULTURE
- "EMPLOYEE OF THE HOLLEY HALL
ROOM 201
MONTH" for December,
Tuesday . ....... . . . ... . ..... . . 10:00 a .m. to 12:00 Noon
1983. Ms. Easley is still
Thursday . . . . .. . .... . . .. .. . ... 2:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
looking for more opportunities
for success as she is presently ALEXANDER-BUCHANAN HALL
ROOM 102
working toward a Bachelor of
Friday . . . .......... . ... . ...... 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon
Business Administration deROOM 807
gree in Office Administration. HOUSTON NURSING CENTER
Monday . ..... . .. . ..... . .. . ... 8:00 a .m. to 5:00 p.m.
She is shown here receiving an
Wednesday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
award from Dr. Victor
Friday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m.
Stanley, Head of the Animal
Science Department.

Business Clubs
Sponsor Black
History Programs
The Department of Economics and Finance and the
Economics and Finance Club
are sponsoring activities in
tribute to "Black History"
Month.
The Theme for the observance is "Blacks in Economics
and Finance: Contributing
Invaluable Knowledge for a
Valuable Future!'

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Suburban Houston-Fort Bend Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,
and the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston will
present "A Salute to Black Women in the Arts,
' featuring the Charles Gilpin players of Prairie
View A&M University at The Museum of Fine
Arts, Houston, Brown Auditorium, 1001
Bissonet, Houston, Texas. Sunday, March I/,
1984: 3:00-5:00 p.m. This affair is open to thepublic. Admission is Free.
For more information contact: Patricia Beatty, College of
Nursing, Houston Campus (713) 797-0722.

An Open Letter to the Editors:
Dear Students, Faculty, Career Placement Staff and Administrators of Prairie
View A&M University:
My deepest appreciation to each of you for making my first visit to your campus
so rewarding.

1 recently participated as a consultant for the "Training to Launch a Career"
seminar sponsored by the Career Placement and Education Center. Having visited
and participated in numerous such seminars at universities throughout the State of
Texas, I can honestly say that Prairie View A&M ranks tops in my book.
My sincere thanks to the career placement staff, Brenda Lorick, Brutus Jackson,
and Glenda Sandles for your professional assistance.
To all the students I visited with during classes and on campus - I admire your
competitiveness, and confidence, and especially your responsiveness in knowing
about AT&T Communications.
To the professors who so graciously allowed the class seminars, in spite of
registration and classes starting late, thank you for your concern in allowing us to
impart to your students information about careers.
To the administrative staff, Ors. Cleaver, Rogers, Tolliver and Fogarty, thank
you for taking time from your busy schedules to visit with me.

I look forward to visiting Prairie View A&M again soon and to a mutually
beneficial association with all of you.
Sincerely,
s/Letty G. Gavito
_C ~J?~s. ~ela!i~~~ ~o.r~ator
•
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Kollar Korner
Gleaning

ey
Father
Andrew
Mepham,
St. Francis
Episcopal
Church and
Canterbury
Club

"You shall not reap right into the edges of your field;
neither shall you glean the
loose ears of .vour crop"
(Leviticus 19)
we are all familiar with the
Millet's romantic, nineteenthcentury painting of "The
Gleaners!' Peasant women, pictured in 19th century·French garb,
are seen gathering bits of grain which fell out of the sheaves from
the arms of workmen in the fields.
Everyone also knows the story of Ruth, that courageous
"foreign" woman who supported both herself and her mother-inlaw, Naomi. We are told that she provided for their meager needs
by gathering whatever the harvester~ dro~ped.
.
That ancient custom of "gleaning" 1s an express10.n of the
moral responsibility of those who "have!' They are commanded
not to forget those who "have not" but consciously to be concerned for them. The obligation to "leave something over"
stands as a touchstone of human behavior guided by the Ten
Commandments: love of God and loving care for our neighbors
- those less fortunate.
Gleaning emphasizes something important for each of us.
We should never be so bound up with our possessions that we are ·
unable to part with even the least bit of what we value. It is vital
to have an attitude of graceful abandonment, the prodigality to
surrender a portion of our time, our talent, our material goods
for the welfare of the poor.
Gleaning also reveals a truth about the poor. Jesus Himself
tells us, "You have the poor among you always!' We may be sure,
however, that it is not God's will that poverty is widespread in the
world and in time.
A gracious Father, any more than an earthly parent, does not
wish his children to be in want. God longs to provide for their
needs and calls us to share His fatherly concern.
We may not use the same means as the ancient world. Gleaning may not be appropriated in our time; but we must be careful
that in the stewardship of our good things, something is carefully
left over so that needy men, women and children may be fed and
clothed and housed.
Among us, there may be a gleaner - another Ruth, the
ancestor of our Lord.
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Engineering
Prof. Presents
Research Paper

Dr. Mark Hommel, P. E.,
Associate Professor
of
Mechanical Engineering, attended the Sev·enth Annual
Energy-Sources Technology
Conference and Exhibition
(ETCE) held February 12-16,
1984 in New Orleans,
Louisiana.
He presented a paper
entitled "Quasi-static and
Dynamic Ice-structure Interactions in the Marginal Ice
Zones!' which was co-authorized with F. G. Bercha of F. G.
Ber cha and Associates,
ENGINEERING AWARDS - College Dean Decatur Rogers and Vice President Thomas J.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
• Qeaver (on either end) presented Recognitions Awards and Citations to several distinguished alumni
The paper was presented at and dedicated friends of the University during Engineering Week activities.
the Ice Forces on Structures
and Ships II session at the
Wednesday, February 15, 1984
Third International Offshore
Mechanics and Arctic EngiBusiness (COB) are chartered
many acquisitions of compuneering Symposium (OMAE).
The International Associmembers
and the former Dean, ters in the COB designed to
atin of Black Business
Educators (!ABBE) under- Dr. Bernice Rollins is a past improv£ classroom instruction
TRACKemphasizing computer applicawritten by Small Business board member.
coNTINVED from Page I
The IABBE- grants will be tion to business situations.
Administration (SBA) will
of the year, a 3:16.95 and won award approximately $450,000 awarded to improve and
While this project will be an
first place.
to Historically Black Colleges encourage Small Business effort of the total faculty in the
Texas Southern wound up as and Universities (HBU's). Entrepreneurship. The COB COB, Dr. Hawkins has
men's champs with 119 points Prairie View A&M University has submitted a proposal that appointed
Dr.
Lorenzo
while Prairie View's total was has been a participating school tentatively will be funded at Thompson as the project
48, seven points away from with !ABBE since its founding approximately $15,000 to coordinator. She, along with
Alcorn which had 55 in fourth in 1976. Many faculty include two Texas Instrument Dr. Thompson, attended an
place and 18 up on Mississippi members in the College of Personal Computers, one orientation workshop in Montprinter, and three software gomery, Alabama on January
Valley, in sixth place.
packages. Texas Instrument 12 through January 14, 1984,
This area has always been one of the most severely depressed parts has also agreed to make the and submitted the proposal.
of the nation. Now there are estimated to be 15,000 families who same pricing discount available Final acceptance of the
are destitute; they are farm workers without jobs, without any to IABBE to participating proposal is expected the end of
money saved; without any resources adequate to keep them going schools desiring to make the month and the personal
HUNGER IN THE VALLEY
additional purchases. Dr.
computers will be received in
until next year's crop.
The Rio Grande Valley has seen three bad crop years, and
Governor Mark White has appealed to the Churches of Hawkins has indicated that she approximately two to three
this winter the freezing temperatures destroyed the growing crop. Texas to give them some relief.
hopes this will be the first of weeks.

College of Business to Receive Grant

SOPHOMORES ••''
IF YOU HAVEN'T APPLIED FOR THE
NWllL . ~OTC TWO YEAR PROGRAM ...
,

••• you're missing the boat!
THE OPPORTUNITY TO EARN A NAVY OR MARINE CORP COMMISSION
MAY STILL BE YOURS. AND ON YOUR WAY TO THAT COMMISSION YOU
MAY EARN A SCHOLARSHIP WHICH PAYS TUITION, FEE, BOOKS AND A
$100-/MONTH ALLOWANCE FOR 20 MONTHS. EVEN IF YOU DON'T EARN
A SCHOLARSHIP YOU WILL STILL RECEIVE THE ALLOWANCE. FIND OUT
IF YOU QUALIFY. CONTACT LCDR GRAY, 3rd FLOOR SPENCE HALL OR
CALL 857-2310.

•
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Permanent
University Fund

~l
CHORAL CLI IC - Dr. Albert J. McNeil, guest conductor and adjudicator for the Choral
Clinic sponsored by the Department of Music is pictured directing a high school group. Several
schools from across the state participated in the event held Saturday, February 11. Dr. McNeil is
professor of music at the University of California at Davis.

The Economics and

PrairieVi:wA&MUniversity.

A!!~,~.~'"~~~~u~~~!~"'o"'•'"

Finance Club
PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES
FEBRUARY 20, 1984 (Monday)
Time: 10:00 a.m .
Place: Hobart Taylor Building (IAI 10)
"Blacks in the Automotive Industry••
Speaker: Mr. Paul Malonson, President and
General Manager, Northwest Ford-Mercury
FEBRUARY 21, 1984 (Tuesday)
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Place: Hobart Taylor Building (IAI 10)
"The Stock Market: A Closer look."
Speaker: Mr. Winston T. Epperson, Stockbroker.
Merrill lynch, Houston, Texas
FEBRUARY 23, 1984 (Thursday)
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Place: Hobart Taylor Building (JAi JO)
"Blacks in the Eighties: An Economic Outlook."
(Panel Discussion)
Speakers: Dr. Charles Anderson, Dean of Public Affairs.
Texas Southern University.
Dr. Clyde Ashley, Assistant Professor,
The Department of Economics and Finance.
Prairie View A&M University.
Dr. Kwamena Cudjoe, Assistant Professor,
The Department of Economics and Finance,
Prairie View A&M University.
FEBRUARY 24, 1984 (Friday)
Time: 11 :00 a.m.
Place: Hobart Taylor Building (RECITAL HALL)
"Blacks and the Third World"
Speaker: Dr. Peter Jackson , Professor of Economics,
Rutgers University
FEBRUARY 28, 1984 (Tuesday)
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Place: Hobart Taylor Building (IAll0)
"Student Conjerence on Business A/fairs"
Student Representatives from each Departmef)t
(Panel Discussion)
Accounting, Business Education, Economics, Finance,
Marketing and Management

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Open to the entire Prairie View A&M University Community

"Let Us Do The Catering
On Your Next Party''

■A ■■ ICUI

~

~

PETE'S BAR-B-QUE
CATERING SERVICE
Char-Broiled Burgers
Ill/, Off Anything
with Student I.D.

.

The Texas College and
University System Coordinatin g Board ha s endorsed a
constitutional amendment on
the November 6 ballot to
provide a building fund for
colleges o utside the University
of Texas a nd Texas A&M
University System.
The amendment would
create a $110 million annual
fund for construction, repair
and certain other uses to be
shared among schools outside
the two primary Texas
university systems.
In addition, the Permanent
University Fund would be
restructured to allow all U.T.,
and Texas A&M institutions to
participate in the fund. Special
funding would be provided for

Best Chicken
In Town

a new business in Austin, Texas, called "Balloons USA:' the
business will deliver personalized balloon bouquets for all
occasions.
Mrs. Lindsey, who holds degrees from Fisk University and
the University of Texas as well as Prairie View, is a consultant
with the Region 13 Education Service Center in Austin.
One unique facet of "Balloons USA" is their delivery vehicle
- a completely restored black Cadillac sedan, vintage 1954.

Prairie View A&M student Velma Trahan has been awarded
a $200 scholarship for the spring semester by the Liberty County
Branch of the American Association of University Women.
Mrs. Trahan, who is the mother of five children, is an education major with endorsements in Kindergarten and Special Education.

Nelson S. Washington, a 1975 graduate of Prairie View
A&M, has been named operations officer of the research and adjustment division at Republic Bank of Houston.
Washington began his banking career in 1975 as a teller and
research and adjustments clerk, at Republic Bank in Waco. In
1979, he joined lnterFirst Bank Houston as a supervisor in
research and adjustments; he moved to Republic Bank Houston
in 1979 in the same capacity.
Maud Frazier, Jr., a Prairie View A&M graduate in
agricultural education, has been appointed to the Trinity
Memorial Hospital District's Board of Directors.
Frazier, who is a native of Woodville, has been a vocational
agriculture teacher since 1961 at Trinity High School. He is also a
member of the Trinity Penninsula Chamber of Commerce and
serves as the Trinity Community Fair's Board of Directors.

Business Hours: 10:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

II
USED
CARS

Come see our
fine selection
..._.,

of

Ford and Mercury Products

NORTHWEST
FORD-MERCURY, INC.
"THE PEOPLE PLEASERS"

- Compliments -

n6

Austin Street
Hempstead, Tens n-445

Dr. Hebert Presents "Lecture
Recital" on Black Musicians
Dr. Rubye N. Hebert, soprano, was presented in a Lecture Recital of " Black Music
and Musicians" by the Department of Art, Music and
Drama , on Thursday,
February 2, at 7:00 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of Hobart Taylor
Building.
The audience was spellbound as they listened to the
performance. In my opinion,
without a doubt, Dr. Hebert's
voice is one of rare quality.
Not only was the performance enjoyable, it was also
educational. Dr. Hebert lectured on the history of Black

Music in the United States,
recited poetry written by black
poets like James Weldon
Johnson and our own Mrs.
Gloria E. Anderson.
After Dr. Hebert concluded
her recital, she was called back
for an encore, her encore selection was dedicated to her
students, "His Eye is on the
Sparrow:•
Hopefully Dr. Hebert will
keep singing and making us
smile; a talent like her's makes
the world a little better.
Dr. Hebert was accompanied by Professor Danny R.
Kelley.

JOY BIBLE STUDY MINISTRIES
presents
THE PROPHECY TRIO FILM SERIES
The First Film Will Be
" A THIEF IN THE NIGHT"
vividly portraying what could happen
following Christ's return for his church.

THURSDAY, MARCH 1, 1984
Memorial Student Center Ballroom
7:00 p.m.
ADMISSION IS FREE

The Second Film Will Be On March 7

YOUICFEP

SUPPORTING THE PANTHERS
Phone -409/820-8993

Rubye Hebert

IN ARMY NURSING

Hempstead, Texas

CALL IN ORDER

Danny Kelly

826-2476 - 463-1010

ADDING NEW
SIOW.
It's important that you ·re treated with the
~!~ity and respect accorded an Army officer. And
its important to work in a modern medical center, e~m a top salary, and tra\'el. But perhaps the
mos_t1~portant aspect of Anny Nursing is the
ded1cat1on to education. In Anny Nursing vou
have the opportunity to attend professional ·conferen_ces. pursue_advanced degrees and study
a vanety of nursmg specialties.
. If you're a student working on your BSN
or tf ~ou _already have a BSN and are registered to
practice m the United States or Puerto Rico, look
mto Army Nursing. Stop by or call us:
SSG Joanne Finley
US Anny Nurse Recruiter
713-226-2283

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

l
J
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mproving Your Professional linage
A special presentatio_n e~:
tied "Lasting Impressions
as delivered Wednesday,
ebruary 8, 1984 in the
wens-Franklin Health Center
n the campus of Prairie View
University (PVAM) by
r. Delilla L. A. Diggs and
mice Flakes, two veteran
ome economists and members
f the faculty of the College of
ome Economics. The presention was the summary stateent for a day of activities
ighlighting the central theme
'Improving Your Profesonal Image") of a one-day
minar for program aides and
tension agents employed in
e Prairie View Cooperative
xtension Program, directed
y Hoover Carden. Seminar
oordinators for this Family
esource Development Proram included: Elaine A.
ard, program coordinator;
assy Rouse, program
ecialist, and Nancy C. Hars, program assistant. Aproxi mate Iy four such
minars are held annually as
art of the professional growth
Ian for extensi9..Q personnel.
To Diggs and Flakes,
Lasting Impressions" had to
ddress several concepts and
e entertaining. The two
omen presented information
ertaining to good health
ractices, professional dress,
s well as job competence,
hrough the use of colorful
!ides, transparencies and a lot
f personal charm.
Said Diggs, "A lot can be
resented in 45 minutes when
oncepts are abbreviated to
·ghlight only key ideas, and
he approach is varied. We
anted our presentation to be
actual, but light and good
atured. We did not want to
talk to' the aides or the
gents; we rather wanted them

to feel like participants. After
all, we were last to present, and
it was 3:00 o'clock in the
afternoon:• "So we sought to
present timely information
with enthusiasm, grace and
good humor:• added F1akes.
Other PVAM faculty who
made presentations earlier in
the day included Dr. Mary
White of the Department of
Physical Education, Diana
Fallis of the Communications
Department, and Cassy Rouse
of the Cooperative Extension
Program. Pat Hebert, a makeup consultant, from Waller,
Texas was also presenter.
presenter.
Dr. Diggs received the

Bachelor of Science degree
from PVAM in 1971, the
Master of Education degree
from the University of
Houston in 197S, and the
Doctor of Philosophy degree
from Oklahoma State University in 1978. Flakes received the
Bachelor of Science degree
from Southern University in
1971 and the Master of Science
degree from Louisiana State
University in 1974.
Dr. Diggs is the teacher
educator, and Flakes is Assistant Professor - Merchandising and Design in the College
of Home Economics at
PVAM. Dr. Flossie M. Byrd is
the dean.

CHORAL CLINIC LEADERS - Music professor Connelly Garrett (right) poses with visiting
specialist and leaders of the visiting choral groups attending the one-day meet.

PV Graduate
Passes
Outstanding Career in
Public, Religious Services
Eula Wallace Harris, 90,
died in a Big Spring nursing
home on January 21. Mrs.
Harris, a native of Colorado
City, Texas, received a
Bachelor of Arts from Texas
College and a Bachelor of Arts
in Teaching from Prairie View
A&M University. She received
a degree in missionary
education from Gammon
Theological Seminary and a
Master of Arts degree from
Northwestern University.
Her career of public and
religious service included
serving as a trustee of the
Texas College Board and a
delegate to the World
Methodist Conference in
Oxford, England. She was also
a long-time member of the
Texas Interracial Commission
and the National Council of
Negro Women. Mrs. Harris is
survived by one son, Thaddeus
Fowler Jr., and one sister,
Mrs. Hettye Wallace -Branch.

"Sophomore" comes from
two Greek words, one
meaning foolish, the other
meaning wise.

The People
Behind Airborne
Radar Warning
and ECM Systems.
NORTHROP CORPORATION
Defense Systems Division
600 Hicks Road

Bolling Meadows, IL 60008

NORTHROP

MAKNG JlDVl>NOEO TEC>4NOLOGY WORK.

The people factor at Northrop DSD continues
to be the bulwark of our long term commitments to the future. We have career opportunities available for individuals degreed in
the following:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (B.S./M.S.)
COMPUTER SCIENCE
PHYSICS
Our representatives will be interviewing on
campus on February 27, 1984.
To arrange an interview. conta~ your Co~lege
Placement Director or Northrops Professional
Employment Office.
We are an equal opportunity employer
M/F/V/H.
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Program Guide Content
1. PRAIRIE VIEW FORUM - a series of half-hour programs
highlighting the intellectual community of Prairie View A&M
University.
2. AMERICAN ENERGY UPDATE - a series of half-hour
programs on energy problems in America.
3. BLACK BEAT - religious messages delivered inside contemporary music format. Half-hour in duration.
4. U.N. WEEK - recap of weekly activities at the United Nations. Fifteen-minutes in duration.
S. PERSPECTIVF.S - each week a major problem facing third
world nations is analyzed.
6. PRAIRIE VIEW TODAY - PV events and special projects
examined by host Benny Boone. Half-hour in length.
7. LIFE TO THE FULL- a Catholic religious program. Halfhour in length. Hosted by Madeline Johnson.
8. DIALOGUE - major social, political problems facing the
United States discussed with experts. Half-hour in length.
9. FOCUS - examines various current social-economic issues.
Half-hour in duration.
10. ASIAN COMMUNIQUE - close look at the far east.
Politics, economics, etc. Half-hour program.
11. SEVEN COUNTY FORUM - a series of half-hour programs that profile events and people in the KPVU-FM broadcast service area.
12. CHILDREN'S BIBLE HOUR - a half-hour program with
religious messages directed toward children.
13. MASTER CONTROL - a half-hour religious prog~am with
contemporary interviews and messages.
14. THE WORD - sixty-second program. The positive thinking
formula.

FOR RENT
2-BEDROOM DUPLEX
wi_th Washer/Dryer Connections
Dishwasher - Oven Range

IN WALLER, TEXAS
$300.00 a month
Call 372-3345

-
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KPVU-FM (91.3) .PROGRAM GUIDE
Spring, 1984
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

8:00 a.m.

Good News

Good News

Good News

Good News

Good News

Good News

Good News

10:00 a.m.

Jan

Jan

Jan

Jan

Jan

Jazz

Children's
Bible Hour

I 1:00 p.m.

Classical

Classical

Classical

Classical

Classical

Jan

Inspiratlonal

PV Forum

PV Fonim
News/Sports

PV Forum
News/Sports

PV Fonim
News/Sports

PV Forum
News Sports

Black Beat
Perspectives

Inspirational

Dialop

Focus

Asian
Communique

United Nations

Jan

Inspirational

Time

12 Noon

News/Sports

A.H. EMflY
Update
1:00 p.m.

Seven County

2:00 p.m.

Forum
Country/

Inspirational
Or Other Special Prosrammi"I ............ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Country/
Country/
Country/
Country/
Country/
Western
Music
Western
Musk
Western
Musk
Western
Music
Western Musk

Western Musk

4:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.
12 Modm~ht

News/Sports

News/Sports

News/Sports

News/Sports

5:00 p.m.

Report

Inspirational

News/Sports

News/Sports

Inspirational

Contemporary
Music

Inspirational

Contemporary
Musk

Contemporary
Music

Contemporary
Music

Contemporary

Contemporary

Musk

Musk

Facts About
Finance

Contemporary
Music

Contemporary

Contemporary
Musk

Contemporary
Music

Ragae

Baptist Hour

Contemporary

Contemporary
Music

Contemporary
Musk

Contemporary

Contemporary
Music

Contemporary
Music

Inspirational

Contemporary
Music

Contemporary
Music

Music

Musk

2:00 a.m.

Music

1S. SPECIAL PROGRAMS -

special programs are of various
lengths and cover a wide range of topics and events on and
off the campus of Prairie View A&M University.
16. NEWS - public affairs/sports, weather - five, ten, fifteen
minute segments of local, state, national, international,
university, health, news, and sports. These segments will be
hourly, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
17. FACTS ABOUT FINANCE - beginning February 20th, a
ten-part series on financial planning as discussed by
Registered Representative Joyce Woodall, Lisa Babcock, and
moderator Carol Means. Topics will cover financial planning, IRA's teacher retirement plans, budgeting, estate plan
ning, tax planning, life and disability insurance,
KEOGH/SEP and financial planning for small businesses.
Half-hour in duration.

*************************************....**********....***********'

COMING SOON.

.

~

l
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1

inan
upcoming
issue
ofyour
college
news-

paper.

JOY BIBLE STUDY MINISTRIES*

''MID-DAY FELLOWSHIPS''
A time of fellowship and instruction
in Bible principle
MONDAY-FRIDAY
12:00-1:00 p.m.

Memorial Student Center
Room 206
•an interdenominational student organization

Easy Listening

KPVU-FM
91.3

Lookfor

~MOVIE

COME AND BE A PART OF

6'

On November 22, 1906,
delegates to the International Radio Telegraphic
convention in Berlin, Germany, adopted SOS as the

letters for the new international distress signal, particularly for ships at sea and
aircraft, but also as any
call for help.

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
EMPLOYEESFEDERAL

T<.©rt>@cfilfl'(t mLmlfL@IDl
P. 0. BOX 2606
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445
A Service to The Prairie View Community for Over.Forty Six Years

NOW OFFERING
Regular Share Accounts ($50.00 Minimum)
Super Savings Certificate ($2,500 Minimum)
30 Months Share Certificate ($1,000 Minimum)
6 Months Money Market Certificate ($10,000 Minimum)
New Individual Retirement Account (IRA) ($500 Minimum)
OUR MOTTO: "Not for Profit

Not for Charity
But for Service"
OFFICE HOURS: Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m to 6:00 p.m.
Saturdays 9:00 a.m. to 12 Noon

DON'T MISS IT!

PHONE: 409/857-4925
409/857-4929
OFFICE LOCATION: 104 F.M. 1098
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Alphas Salute President Percy Pierre
Dr. Percy A. Pierre,
president Prairie View A&M
University is a man with a
mission. Dr. Pierre takes on
the task of building the
reputation and quality of
education at Prairie View. He
has had great experience in
research, development and
administrative organization.
His credentials and accomplishments make him a role
model for Black students.
Dr. Pierre has made
significant gains as president
of this university; he has
modified the admissions program so it may be clear to all
students and also has enforced
the academic probation of
students. He has initiated the
building of the new physical
plant and has not only
increased the engineering
facuity, but also the faculty
throughout the university. In
Dr. Pierre's mission dealing
with upgrading the quality of
education at Prairie View, he
plans to initiate scholarship
programs for distinguished
professors. In addition, Dr.
Pierre is planning for the
construction of a new library,
a new Engineering Technology
Building and a new post office.
To enhance the public
relations of Prairie View A&M
University , he appeared on

NINE
BLACK CULTURE AND AWARENESS MONTH

Black Americans And The Struggle
For Excellence In Education
W. R. Banks Library /Learning
Resources Center

presents
1984 Public Program Series
Thursday, February 23 - 11:30 a.m.
FILM SHOWING - LRC
1:30 p.m.

2nd Floor Lobby, W. R. Banks Library
A TRIBUTE TO RUFUS GREEN
AND THE BLACK COWBOYS
Special Guest, Monroe W. Lawson, Jr.
with selections from
The Department of Art, Music and Drama

ALPHA Pm ALPHA FRATERNITY - Undergraduate chapter 1983-84.
Issues and Answers, a news
talk show on Channel 13
(KTRK) in Houston. Dr.
Pierre was very impressive in
his answers to questions
dealing with his mission.
Questions ranged from Prairie
View's athletic program to
secondary education. We, the
brothers of the Eta Gamma
Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha,
support Dr. Pierre and are
ready to assist him in his mission to better the quality of
education at Prairie View
A&M University.
Associate Editor
to the Sphinx,
Demetrius Michael
Some desk jobs are
Joseph Turner

ThisDeskCmBeachMach 2.

A Great Alpha Man Once Said
"It is reassuring to note that
given the pressures of academic
life, apathy and conf ormity
charged to today's college
students, Alpha Men continue
to stand in the forefront of collegiate change and activity:•
Brothers of the Macking Eta
Gamma Chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity have always
maintained the high scholastic
standards which are a part of
the foundation on which the
fraternity was built. In initiating programs such as the
Miss Black and Gold Pageant
and tutorial seminars, the
brothers enhance the personal
development and growth of
students.

BRANNAN'S
SUPERMARKET

372-3639
220 Cherry
Waller
I

In making actions speak
louder than words, the 1983-84
edition of Who's Who Among
American Universities and
College Students will contain
seven Alpha men from the Eta
Gamma Chapter. They are
brothers: Craig Busch (Industrial Technology), Kenneth
Ferguson (Pre-Med), Perry
Jordan (Mechanical Engineering), Malcolm Maxey (Mechanical Engineering), Eddie
Marbley
(Chemistry) ,
Demetrius Turner (Mechanical
Engineering), and Terry
Wright (Mechanical Engineering).
The Haws-Mason Scholarship was awarded to brother
Darrell Oliver for outstanding
character. Brother Derrick
Collins was awarded the
Outstanding Brother of the
Year Award and the Joseph
York Service Award.
Brother Dexter Turnquest
was inducted into Alpha Kappa Mu Honor Society for his
outstanding academic merit.
Alpha men are a part of the
student government as exemplified by the presence of
brothers: Thomas Bell, Nate
Fisher, Dedric Galloway and
Eddie Marbley. Alpha men
continue to strive for excellence while fighting any
political barriers that occur
from success.

....

New Truck Stop Cafe
HOURS: 6:00 a.m . to 10:00 p.m.
(Across from Tosco Auto Parts) HEMPSTEAD

NATll■INGi

Double-Meat HAMBURGER with Fries . . . . . .... $2.50

Double-Meat CHEESEBURGER with Fries .. .. $2.95
S111all CHICKEN FRIED STEAK ............... $3.95
large CHICKEN FRIED STEAK ............... $4.95
(Salad and Fries included)

Assorted SEAFOOD DISHES

making authority.
more exciting than
In the air, and on the
others.
ground, you have
As a Navy pilot
management responsior flight officer, your
bility from the begindesk can be a sophisning. And your
ticated combination
responsibility grows
of supersonic jet airas you gain experience.
craft and advanced electronic equipment. No company can give you this kind of
But you can handle it. Because Navy
leadership responsibility this fast. And
flight training gives you the navigation, nothing beats the sheer excitement of
aerodynamics and other technical
Navy flying.
know-how you need.
The salary is exciting, too. Right
In return, Navy aviatior, demands away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.
something of you as an officer:
That's better than the average corporaLeadership.
tion will pay you just outofcollege.
Your path to leadership starts with And with regular Navy promotions and
officer training that's among the most
other pay increases, your annual
demanding in the military. It's intensive salary will soar to $31,100 after four
leadership and professional schooling
years. That's on top of a full package
of benefits and privileges.
combined with rigorous Navy flight
training. And it's all geared to prepare
Before you settle down to an earthbound desk job, reach
you and other college
-;;V-;-0;;0;;~;;- - - - -T:;67 for
the sky. Reach for
graduates for the
INFORMATION CENTER
I
the
coupon. Find out
unique challenge of
I P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
I D Please send me more information about becom- I what it takes to be
Navy aviation. The
program is tough but I ing a member of the Naval Aviation Team. (0A) I part of the Naval
Nam"--=----=,--....,,....,.-,---.,.--First
IPleaee Print)
Laat
I Ayiation 'Tham. You
rewarding.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. fl _ _ __
1
have a desk
One important
I City_ _ _ _ _sta...,__ _ _ z i . , _ _ _ I could
that flies at twice the
reward for Navy
I Age_ _ t College/University
speed of sound.
I
officers is decision;Year in College
_ _ _ __

r

♦ GP,._

I
I
I
L
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Prairie View: Then and Now
A. £. Charleston came to
Prairie View as a student in
1924 and never left. After
graduation, he worked at the
University for 36 years in the
Physical Plan Department. His
PARTO E
It was mid-September of memories of Prairie View
1924 when I left a modest A&M span a period of sixty
home in the city of Victoria, years.
Texas to attend college. Mr.
ing were exciting, and appealed
Lewis, who was one of the
better-trained tailors in Victo- to me very much.
With the aid of friends and
ria at that time, and for
the head of the Mechanical
whom I had worked two years
earlier, had convinced me that Department, I was able to
Tuskegee Institute was the obtain student employment at
the Power Plant for room and
school I should attend.
board in the amount of sixteen
As I boarded the train, my
dollars per month. The Power
mother instructed me by all
means to stop and visit her Plant job was considered one
sister at Prairie View before of the more trustworthy
leaving the state, since the train positions for students, not only
made a stop at the Prairie View because of the smooth
operation of the machinery but
station.
While spending several days also because of the responsibiwith my aunt and her husband lity associated with the duties.
This job included the
I was assured that the type of
responsibility
of producing
training available at Prairie
View was equal to, if not steam to operate the related
superior to, that given at machinery which provided hot
Tuskegee Institute and the and cold water for domestic
scholastic standards were even use, as well as producing and
higher. So, my decision was to distributing electricity for the
remain at Prairie View to entire Prairie View area.
Not only were we responcontinue my education, either
in Tailoring, Architectural sible for these duties, but also
Engineering, or Education. By for the manufacturing of ice.
the time I had completed my An earlier ice plant was small,
cow:se selections, however, my and produced 100-pound
choice was Mechanical En- blocks of ice which were frosty
gineering. Mechanical studies or white because of insufficient
and related mechanical draw- distilled water. We later

A. E. Charleston
Memoirs

Charity S~afo(Jd_Delivery
Construction Work
Concrete
Sheetrock
Brick

Billy Olson

Hempstead, Texas 77445
826-8743
826-3922

DEVINE PHARMACY
S't. 'Di6e,wct • att Co6k 'Pwaclw~
SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE ON PRESCRIPTIONS
Nights 826-6737
Hempstead, Texas

Telephone 826-2445
915 12th Street

. LEWIS
GROCERY & DELI
Highway 290 North, Hempstead -

126-8334

BARBECUED BEEF, SAUSAGE, OR RIBS

$3.99

lb.

SLICED BEEF OR SAUSAGE SANDWICHES

$2.00

each

CHOPPED BEEF SANDWICHES

$1.75

each

BARBECUED CHICKEN

$1.50

Chicken Half

$1.00

3 Pieces

Health Education

Charleston (right), (Photo
taken from 1959 yearbook.
Below: "The Power Plant"
197S photo

Sexually Transmitted Diseases
PARTW

SYPHILIS is caused by a bacterium called a spirochete
(Treponema pallidum). Warmth and moisture are essential for
the survival of T-pallidum; therefore, it is almost impossible to
catch_~yphilis in any way other than through sexual contact.
Syphilis can attack any tissue or organ of the body and is especially damaging to the brain, spinal cord, blood vessels and heart.
Symptoms in men and women appear in three stages:
Stage one is a painless lesion, called a chancre. This
chancre appears on the .Benitals, mouth, rectum, vagina, or
any other site exposed to the germs 10 to 90 days after contact. This lesion will heal within days or weeks, gradually
disappearing even without treatment.
Stage two allows the development of other signs of
syphilis. These may begin either before or after the chancre
disappears. Within a few days, or up to ten weeks, a body
rash, wart-like genital lesions, whitish patches in the
mouth, swollen joints, flu-like symptoms, and/or loss of
hair may occur. Any of these symptoms will last several
weeks before disappearing without treatment.
Late stage syphilis, if untreated, may cause complications
up to 20 YEARS after infection. The germs may lie hidden
but eventually cause mental illness, brain and organ
damage, paralysis, heart disease, and even death.

installed new ice-making
equipment that produced
300-pound blocks of aerated
clear ice, ice so clear that
newspaper print could be read
from the opposite side.
This ice plant was very
effective and rendered service
to the surrounding areas for a
number of years until
expensive maintenance repairs
were required. These repairs
proved to be too costly, and
the Prairie View ice plant went
the way of most all other block
ice systems. An automatic
electric system was subsequently employed because of the
small space required and the
convenience of treating the
water for better health
conditions.
Ice produced under the clear
block system could be made in
various beautiful colors and
shades, allowing us to meet the
requirements of private clubs
and individuals for colored ice
displays. Mr. F. G. Fry, the
chief engineer, would authorize ~hese displays; as the night
engmeer, I was responsible for
producing the desired displays
of ice in colors with fruitbowl
centers. In most cases we could
find ways to fulfill requests for
any special or elaborate design.
At the start of our
Sophomore year, our class in
Mechanical Arts was instructed by our new Professor
C. L. Wilson, who broughi
new interest and a keen
intelligence to the class, and
methods of education as it
would apply to our future.
Hard work was another aspect
he brought to the Mechanical
Arts Department. Prairie
View's first Ph.D. also
emerged at this time. Dr.
Walter Daniel, a doctor of
Civil Engineering, remained
here until leaving for employment at Howard University.
For many years, the school
was plagued by the lack of a
good source of usable water
Earlier, rain water was saved ~
cisterns as it drained from the
roofs of various buildings
This system gave way to ~
system incorporating a bored
well, drilled to a depth of 8S

feet. During wet seasons, the
water level in this well would
be very near the surface.
As the school grew, a greater
demand for usable water
resulted . In 1912-1916 two
wells were drilled near the
power plant, one to a depth of
225 feet, the second in excess
of 325 feet. Both of these wells
were force air pumped by
compressed air, and the water
was stored in two concrete
reservoirs of 200,000 gallons
each. This volume of water
was enough ' to serve the
school for two days when the
reservoirs were filled to
capacity. From the two
reservoirs the water was
treated and pumped to a water
tank 125 feet high, in order to
provide the water pressure
required at the faucet.
Two air compressors were
installed; the later installation
was done by two student
engineers, James Thomas and
myself, as part of our
requirements for graduation.
We were also required to do
much of the maintenance on
these compressors as student
engineers.
NEXT WEEK PART TWO

Anyone in the first stage, second stage, or up to four years
after exposure may infect others through intimate or sexual contact. Syphilis is not inherited, but a pregnant woman with the
disease may infect her. unborn child. Syphilis may cause miscarriage, physical defects, stillbirth, and even death. All pregnant
women should receive a blood test for syphilis during the first and
third trimesters of pregnancy. Treatment of an infected pregnant
woman will prevent the above mentioned birth defects.
If you are sexually active, you should request (even in the
absence of symptoms) regular VD examinations, with a blood test
for syphilis and a "culture" for gonorrhea. By State Law VD
c_ases are confidential. Minors may consent to their own e~auons and treatment. VD tests and treatment are different for each
venereal disease. Therefore, if you are being treated for one
venereal disease, it does not mean that you will be cured for
another. ~or does it mean that you are immune to any of the
v_enereal diseases. Self or home-treatment is NOT effective. The
nsk of venereal disease (STDs) may be reduced by any or all of
the methods listed below:
1. Abstaining from sexual contact;
2. Re~ucing your number of sexual partners;
3. Usmg a condom (rubber) just before and throughout the
sexual contact;
4. Urinating after contact;
5. Washing with soap and water after contact·
6. Using birth control foam before contact. '
. . If you ~ome infected, cooperate with your physician,
chmc, ~r public health department in referring all sexual partners
to medical care. Only you can protect yourself and others.
There ai:e many other Sexually Transmitted Diseases. Some
are more senous t~an others, but all require medical attention.
These other STDs mclude vaginitis, Trichomoniasis Chancroid
Non-gonococcal Ur~thritis (N~U), Lymph~granulom~
Venereum (LG~, Genital Warts, Lice and Scabies. Information
?n these ~TDs will be presented in another article. For additional
mformatJon on these and other sexually transmitted diseases
please contact your f~y physician or the campus health center'.
T~e Health ~enter will give you information via telephone
~~fout knowmg your name; however, information via telephone
WI NOT cure any STD which you m\ly have contracted.

'. ~ ■11t1·~
.

COSMETICS
FOil 'THE wow,.N ~ COlOlt

1C111tYCGdlCl lnrnwrtcalol'I
ZUri-CosmetiCS cruted for 'f04X
special need$ In shadeS that
took natural on °'fOJ·
.
Vibrant cok)n for nails and \lpS.
Rich shaCkS of~ and face
make-OP in unique watts baSed
and oil free {on1IUlationS and
totufe5 that C O i ~ ~1
comp!Oion and skin tone ~•-- •
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PV Students Represented at
Humanics Management Institute
The national American
Humanics Management lnstit u te for training in youth
organization leadership held its
annual meeting January 2-6,
1984 at the American Airlines
Training Center, Dallas,
Texas.
Prairie View A&M University was among the 16 universities repr~sented at the
institute which is designed to
provide skills and information
to students who are enrolled in
American Humanics program
preparing to hold lead~~ship
and management pos1t1ons
with the major youth serving
agencies in the country. Topics

covered in the workshops
included fundraising, discussed by Mr. R. Welch,
President of Welch Associates,
Houston, Texas; Stress and
Time Mangement, conduted
by Charles Lawley, Director of
Outreach Ministries, Guideposts, New York, New York;
Computers for Today and
Tomorrow, Dr. Michael Berger, Texas A&M University;
Recruiting Volunteers, Gordon
Mack, National YMCA, Chicago, Illinois.
Jimmie Poindexter, faculty
advisor to American Humanics
at Prairie View, conducted

a workshop on Changing
Work/Play Patterns, which
was well attended and very well
received.
Other universities represented at the institute were
Pepperdine College, California, Salam College, West
Virginia, Colorado State
University, Pace College, New
York, Texas A&M University,
Pan American University,
Arizona State University
Georgia State University,
Murray State University,
Prairie View A&M University
and others. The next institute
will be held in Kansas City.

Esther J. Tyler Endowment
Scholarship Established
The three-year goal of the
College of Business (COB)
became a reality when Dr.
Herbert N. Watkins, Executive
Vice President for Administration informed Dr. Dorisula W.
Hawkins, Acting Dean of the
newly established account
number for the Endowment
Fund.
Faculty and students in the
COB have been working to
raise the necessary amount to
establish the endowment thus
insuring the permanence of the
scholarship established in
memory of the late Dr. Esther
J. Tyler. (Scholarships will be
awarded yearly from interest
accrued on the account.)
The late Dr. Esther Tyler
was fatally injured in an automobile accident enroute to
work on the morning of April
1, 1981. She had given more
than twenty years of service to
Prairie View A&M University
- first as a secretary and later
returning (after a number of
years teaching in the public
schools) as a faculty member in
the COB. She was a member of
numerous professional and
social organizations and
earned the respect of colleagues and students alike. As
a demonstration of that

Esther Tyler
Business Professor (Deceased)

respect, the faculty in the COB
established the E. J. Tyler
Memorial Scholarship in 1981.
Since its establishment, one
scholarship has been awarded.
The recipient was Timothy L.
Paris, an accounting major
and a junior at the time he
received the award.
Although the amount of the
scholarship will be relatively
small this year, applications are
being accepted. Interested,
full-time business majors
should contact the 1982-83
catalogue for details on how to
apply.
The faculty, staff, and

A scene from a recent Book Review session with Dr. William Moore,

Greyhound's Spring Break

Goan here
Greyhound goes.
And back.
or

less.

See TYLER, Page 14

Handmade
Gifts

Baby Gift
Items

GUM DROP JUNCTION
.S;.

1116 Austin Street
'l>~
9
&,o'i-. Hempstead, Texas 77445 .~-tt0
&c1,(409) 826-2250
e:,-rl"

• Nestle's Candy Supplies
• Children's Clothing 0-14
• Jordache, Wrangler, Martha Miniatures

LIFE
ANNUITIES
GROUP MEDICAL
INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT
(IRA'S)
HR-1O PLANS

FIRE
AUTO
LIABILITY
HOMEOWNERS
BUILDERS RISK

This spring break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to
the slopes o~ t~e beaches - or just ,,,.,,
home for a v1s1t - Greyhound
,,
can take you there for
only $100 or less,
round-trip.
Between now and

JOHN A. MENVILLE
P.O. BOX SO7
WALLER, TEXAS 77 484

April 5, 1984, when you show us your
student 1.0. card, any round-trip ticket
on Greyhound is $ 100 or less.
Anywhere Greyhound goes.
- So this spring break, give
yourself a real break. Take
Greyhound anywhere, for
$ 100 or less.

~2~~

FAIM IUUAU INSUUNCI CO.

Woller 372-3696

BOOK REVIEW chemistry professor.

tr-

For more infonnation call 85 7-3509

Must p,-,t a valid 11\Jde(!t 1.D catd upon purchase. No-diseounlS apply. Tocketl.,. - W good tor
on Gteyl1ound Lines. Inc. only from March 16, 198-4 lhrough Af,td 5. 1984. Schedules sulJteet to change- nala.

Houston
463-2090

e 1984 Gre:yhound Lines. Inc.
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AKA Sorority Observes Founder's Day
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority chapters of Prairie View
A&M University observed
Founder's Day for the Sorority
with a program at Hobart
Taylor Auditorium on February 5. Zeta Gamma Omega
and Zeta Gamma Chapters at
Prairie View organized the
Founder's Day Observance,
which was highlighted by the
speech of Patricia A. Russell, a
sorority member and prominent Attorney-at-Law, from
San Antonio.

RECEPTIO - Guest speaker Patricia A. Russell, San Antonio attorney, (at left) joined
Alpha Kappa Alpha officers in the receiving line following the sorority's annual program in observance of Founder's Day.

Others appearing on the
program were Ella C. Weaver,
Sister Jcan Carter, Olivette
Higgs, Cathy Evans, Ernestine
Carreathers, Gwendolyn B.
Jones, Dorisula Hawkins,
Christine Wyatt, and Nathanel Dett.

FOU DER'S DAY PROGRAM - Dr. D. W. Hawkins, AKA
president presents a gift to speaker Patricia Russell, seated at right
Is Mrs. Gwendolyn Jones, one of several program participants.

Bowser Appointed to
Industry Management Job

Harold A. Bowser, Jr.,
Manager of Prairie View A&M
University's office of Grants
and Contracts Administration,
has accepted a management
tion, Engineering, Entomolo- position in inventory cost acgy, Equal Opportunity, Equip- counting with the Houston
ment, Finance, Geography, based Big Three Industries (a
Geology, History, Illustrating, company that provides fuel for
Logistics, Legal Services, NASA's space shuttles) comLibrary Science, Management, mencing on March 5, 1984.
Mr. Bowser came to Prairie
Math, Medical Fields, Mettalurgy, Microbiology, Occano- View A&M University's
graph y, Personnel Manage- Department of Fiscal Affairs
ment, Pharmacology, Physical on February l, 1982 from
Science, Physics, Procure- Houston's Exxon Minerals
ment, Program Analysis, Company and set up the
Psychology, Public Informa- University's Grants and Contion, Quality Assurance, tracts Administration Office Records Management, Recre- a unit that is currently responation, Security, Social Science, sible for the financial adSociology, Statistics, Supply, ministration of approximately
Toxicology, Utilities Manage- eight million dollars in primariment, Visual Information, ly federal research funds apWriting and Technical Editing. propriations.
Mr. Bowser, a thirty-five
11 year old bachelor, is a native of
Pa Christian, Mississippi and
has an educational background
that includes degrees from Los
Angeles City College, Philadelphia (PA) Academy of
Management Training
and
1
Jackson State University (MS).
In addition to a bachelor's
degree in accounting (BA),
master's degrees in educational
1
administration (M.Ed.) and
W W'/k
O
business (MBA), Mr. Bowser is
1 es,
•
wner I currently a certified public ac- · countant (CPA) candidate.

IJ.S. Army Offers Summer Jobs to PV Faculty
Standard Form 171, will be placement. To utilize this
needed. These forms are service, send completed appliavailable from any Federal Job cation forms to:
Information Center in major
HQTRADOC
cities, or from the Civilian
ATT : ATP-LCE
Personnel Officer at any Army
installation. In completing the Fort Monroe, Virginia 23651
Positions are available in the
form, applicants should be
sure to indicate the geographi- following occupational fields:
Administration, Archaeocal areas that are acceptable to
them, as well as the lowest pay logy, Architecture, Behavioral
Science, Biology, Botany,
grade acceptable.
Budget, Business AdministraThe Headquarters, U. S. tion, Chemistry, City PlanArmy Training and Doctrine ning, Combat Developments,
command, (TRACOC) will Communications, Computer
operate a central referral Sciences, (Operator and Syservice to assist faculty stems Analyst), Dietetics,
members in obtaining suitable Ecology, Economics, Editing,
Education, Energy Conserva-

The Department of the
United States Army is
providing temporary employment this summer for faculty
members of historically black
educational institutions. The
intent of this effort is to obtain
knowledgeable part-time employees for the Army, as well
as providing valuable work
experiences and pay for faculty
members.
Generally,
appointments
will begin shortly after the end
of the school year and end in
late August or early September. To apply, a Personnel
Qualifications
Statement,
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• Lay-A-Way Plan

I I 06 Austin

Hempstead, Texas 7744S
Phone (409) 826-2466

Bus. Hrs. 9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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SPECIALIST

CITIZENS STATE BANK

IN RURAL
ELECTRIFICATION

290 Steak House

Highway 290 West

Hempstead, Texas
(409) 826-81 02

MEMBER F.D.I.C.
P. 0. Box 575

Phone (409) 826-2431

l

HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

Phone 409/ 865-3172

LAC'S
PACKAGE STORE

FACULTY & STAFF
. Who would YOU rather pay .
Uncle Sam or Yourself?

Tax Deferred Compensation

711 12th Street

MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER

Hempstead, Texas

Serving All Your Party Needs

February 13-23
10:00 a.m.-3 :00 p.m . - Room 206
(713) 980-7682

-$Wrlffle-t- --~

0,-24~

Bellville, Texas 77418

Patricia C. Weary, Agent

His management experience
includes positions with
Jackson State Univer ity (MS),
Opportunities Industrialization
Center, Inc. (OIC) and Prairie
View A&M University. Other
positions held by Mr. Bowser
have been with International
Business Machines (IBM) and
Exxon Minerals Company.
Mr. Bow er indicated that
"Prairie View A&M University
has directly contributed to the
succe sful attainment of his
career goals!' He wishes the
very be t to the pre cot upward
mobility of the University and
"hopes that he has contributed
in some manner to her present
and future succe s!'

HOME COOKED • STEAKS • SEAFOOD
NOON BUFFET

SAN BERNARD ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE, INC.
P.O. Box 1!-8

-

-

Bowser

Monday thru Saturday, 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m .
I
I

826-8122

I

.,.

ltunon and~~ .Andtic~,
a

I

""~
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LOTS FOR SALE
Walking distance from Prairie View
The Ferguson Estates. $3,500.00
LOT SIZE: 60x 140
50xl40
Take notes for five years at 10% down
$73.40/month at 12% Interest

Call William Reese (713) 695-3019 or 445-4512

-
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The Waller County
Museum Building
By Minie S. Bains
At the turn of the century
Waller County residents used
virgin timber or timber from
the southland in the construction of their homes. No
concrete foundations were laid
and blocks of cement or brick
supported 8" by 8" sills. The
concrete blocks lifted the sills
high enough for air to circulate
under the buildings.
The material used in the
structure were of the finest
quality to be found; cypress,
yellow pine and cedar were
choice timbers. The timber
used for the construction of
the Donigan building, now the
museum, were milled in
Tomball and hauled overland
by way of Navasota to
Brookshire by horse drawn
wagons. It was a slow and
tedious process since the road
traveled was not hard surfaced
and became very muddy in the
rainy season.
The building was planned
and structured architecturally
by Dr. Paul Mansell Donigan,
to be the home for his lovely
wife, Rebecca and himself.
Paul Donigan, of Armenian
heritage and Greek tutoring
and training, became interested in Greek architecture.
Early Greek architecture
embraced three styles; Doric,
Ionic and Corinthian. The
Doric style was used in the
noblest monuments. The
Greek colonies had their own
simple Ionic style. It was not
restricted for temple use and

Delta Devilettes

Run and Gun
To Victory
By Bridgatte Bass
Connie Martin, with 24
points, led the Mississippi
Valley Delta Devilettes to a
I 07-69 victory over Prairie
View at Barnett Fieldhouse in
Houston, Texas.
Devilette Helen Slaughter
had 18 points and ten
rebounds. Birdie Hollins
scored 15 points and had five
rebounds and Wanda Young
and Mary Johnson both scored
14 points each.
Lisa McWashington led the
Pantherettes with 18 points
Adurey Pruitt scored 14 points
and had five rebounds while
PROJECT 88 - Communications Department staff members and luncheon guests posed for
Regina Duncan had eight
points, six rebounds and one the above photo following discussion led by KPVU-FM Radio general manager Ed Shannon concerning "Project ss;• an all-out development effort for the Radio-TV phase of Communications at PV.
blocked shot.

was the style chosen by Dr.
Paul Donigan, who used
columns that were slenderly
proportioned. He used these
columns, spacing them in a
rounded motif on the south
and west sides. The second
level of the building became
their dwelling place.
The roof at the southwest
corner was smoothed to an
oval configuration in keeping
with the circular steps and
balcony. The formal living
room on the southwest
continued the round motif in
that its corner was rounded also graced by three tall, rather
slender windows, with tops of
simulated leaded glass in panes
of varying sizes. A large
window with similar top was
set in the south wall.
The Ionic style was
continued in the lintels or
horizontal capitals over the
interior doorways that are
carved with the Ionic voluted
scrolls. Windows provided
natural light and ventilation
for the seven rooms.
At the northwest corner on
the first level, the doctor's
office was erected, offset a bit
on the northwest with a
recessed entry and three
windows on each side.
The Donigan building lost
its last resident in 1972. Waller
County bought the building in
1977. It has been restored and
converted to use and was open
to the public April 21, 1979.
Here it stands at the corner of
Fifth and Cooper Streets in all
it. beauty of fresh white paint.
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The Dairy Palace Student Special.

Business Maiors Are Awarded
P.R.O.B.E. Scholarships
By C. S. Bevill
P.R.'- .8.E.,
Progressive
Retail Organization of Black
Executives has awarded scholarships to College of Business
students Ms. Paula Waters and
Mr. Douglas Malone in the
amounts of $350 each. Ms.
Waters and Mr. Malone met
the necessary requirements of
P.R.O.B.E. and are qualified
to receive these funds. These
scholarship are to be used
towards their tuition and other
necessary supplies for which
they are sincerely grateful.
Said P.R.O.B.E., "We feel
that the educational services
provided by Prairie View
University are vital, necessary
and must continue to grow.
We as Black managers feel that
we can help to insure the
perpetuation of their growth
by raising and dispensing
funds that will support the
institution!'

Pa,

THIRTEEN

Delicious handmade hamburger, golden fries and medium
drink. Only $2.00 everyday with student I. D.

Lower Prices.
Higher Quality.

Ms. Waters is a junior
majoring in accounting and is
the daughter of Mrs. Patsy R.
Waters of Palestine, Texas.
Mr. Malone is a senior
majoring in economics and is
the son of Mr. Willie R.
Malone and Mrs. Ella Malone
of Baytown, Texas.

00

The College of Business is
very proud to have both Ms.
Waters and Mrs. Malone as
majors and congratulates them
for their ~fforts.
Dr. Hawkins, Acting Dean,
stated that these scholarships
awarded by P.R.O.B.E. are a
direct result of the efforts of
Mrs. Joyce Mayfield, a
graduate of the College of
Business. We are especially
grateful for the support of our
alumni and encourage others
to remember their "Alma
Mater!"

The New

ceadta ~

IIIR,9

"for some delicious Mexican food
Come by the Casita"
(409) 826-3160
Hempstead, Texas

. . . . . . .. .

HOURS: 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Every Day
•
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•
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Hwy. 290/Hempstead • 826-2428
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Alabama Hornets
Hold Panthers
In 88-70 Win

Minister's Conference Highlights

OLDEST MINISTER - J. I. Hemphill, (center), senior Minister of the Year accepts award
from Conference Chairman Rev. Ladell Thomas, and Bishop J. Neaul Haynes of Dallas.

The hard planned strategy of
Prairie View was not enough to
stop the Southwestern Athletic
Conference leading Alabama
State Hornets from bouncing
away with a 88-70 win.
The Panthers led, 10-4 in the
first half with 15:31 minutes
left. The Hornets outscored
Prairie View, 12-0 to take a
16-10 and stretched it to a
42-36 jump over Prairie View.
The game was tied in the
second half 58-58, with 16:58
left but Alabama State raced
away for their 20th win against
five losses.
Alabama State's Lewis
Jackson was the dominating
See ALABAMA, Page 15

Tyler CONTINUED from Page 11
students in the COB would like
to express our sincere thanks to
all faculty, staff, alumni, and
students - who have already
contributed to the Scholarship
Fund. Contributions are being
accepted from anyone desiring
to pay a tribute to the late Dr.
Tyler in monetary terms. Make
checks payable to:
Esther J. Tyler Memorial
&holarship Fund

College of Business
P.O. Box 575
Prairie View A&M
University
Prairie View, Texas 77446
Alumni and former students
who contribute and are employed with business firms,
please inquire about your company's gift-matching policy.
(It's often a good way to double or triple your contribution) .

CLOSE TO HOME - Rev. Darnell Walker (center) who formerly served the Wesley Foundation program on campus accepts Award from the present Wesley chaplain Rev. Therman Taylor.
Rev. Thomas is pictured at left.

DLUEDOOOET
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ASSOCIATION
OF TEXAS
840 13th Street • Hempstead, Texas 77 445
Jeon L Berry
Executive Vice President

(409) 826-8206
Houston (713) 463-7933

Looking For Good Used Auto Parts?

!Mike's Auto Parts!
Body Parts • Engines • Starters
Transmissions • Axle Assemblies
Windshields • Alternators
Batteries • Wheels • Tires

We Install What We Sell

409 / 826-8225
Highway 290 East

Hempstead

Advertisement

Company Announces
Deferred Compensation Plan
for State Employees
H~USTON - A Deferred Compensation Plan,
designed to supplement the State's retirement program, is now offerd by Midland National Life Insurance Company for State and Texas employees.
Using Midland National's UltiMizer life insurance
product, the plan offers participants a form of taxdeferred compensation. Because all contributions are
the propery of the state, federal income tax is not due
on contributions until distributed to the employee.

Thomas Returns as
·Tennis Coach
An ever optimistic Richard
Thomas will make his return as
Prairie View tennis coach as
the Panthers open the 1984
season with dual matches
against Southern and Grambling next week.
Thomas last coached the tennis team in 1971 when Prairie
View won the conference title,
the last time Prairie View was a
force in tennis.
Top returnees for Thomas in
his return are Ned Armstrong,
a 6-0 junior from Dallas
Roosevelt and Lester Pinkett, a
6-3 senior from Lauringburg,
North Carolina.

Dr. Richard Thomas

THE TEN IS CHEDULE

Monday, February 27 ... ..... .. .. . . •. • • • • •••••. at Grambling
Tuesday, February 28 .. ... . ..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •at Southern
Thursday, March 22 ........ . ... .. . . ... . TEXAS SOUTHERN
Friday-Saturday, March 30-31 . . ..... PRAIRIE VIEW RELAYS
Wednesday, April 4 .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. ... • •• •• •••. at Texas Tyler
Friday, April 6 .. . . .. ............ .. .. ····· .. . GRAMBLING
Wednesday April 18 .. . . . .... . ...... . ..•... at Texas Southern
May 3.5 .. .'. .. .... . . at SWACTournament in Baton Rouge, La.

Baseball Team Wins Opener
Marvin Hodge collected two
homeruns and five runsbatted-in, on the day, as
Prairie View took a doubleheader from the Huston-Tillotson Rams in their season
q,ener Friday.

runs-batted-in. Prairie View
took the second game with a
7-3 romp.

fielder Maury Gooden, with
two runs scored, and shortstop
Elton Price who had two

The Panthers are 2-0 on the
;eason while drop drop to ~2.

In the second game, the
Panthers outslugged the Rams
ten hits to three, with Mike
Smith going two for two, with
Hodge was only one of three two runs scored, and Michael
Panthers to homer on the day. Brewer going two for three
Gerald Robinson and Robert with one run scored.
Williams both homered in
The Rams were paced by
Prairie View's 6-3 first game right fielder Maury Gooden
win.
and catcher Ronald Jackson
The Panthers were paced by both with one run, one hit, and
the combined pitching of one run-batted-in . The win•
Raymond Wilson and Michael ning pitcher was Reggie
Brown, with Wilson getting the McNary who allowed only two
win. The two allowed only five hits, two runs, and three base
hits and combined for six hits balls, with two strikewts.
strikewts on the day.
The loser was Shelton
The Rams were led by left Matthews.

PCS ACCEPTED
Students Receive 10 % DISCOUNT
on All Prescriptions with ID

Waller Phar•acy
372-2131
1219 Farr Street
Waller, Texas 77484

No more than 25 percent of a participant's annual
gross pay, or a maximum of $7,500, may be deferred
each year. Contributions may be disbursed by any
method acceptable to both Midland National Life
and the participant. The first payment must occur no
later than age 70½.
The UltiMizer is a "new generation" life insurance
pro~uct. A current interest rate of 110/o is now being
apphed towards the Contract Fund. This rate can be
adjusted in the future to stay in tune with future interest rates. Cash values are guaranteed never to accumulate at a rate less than 4½ 0/o.
Midland National Life is rated A+ (Excellent) by A.
M. Be~t Company, an_ independent insurance rating
authority. ~or more information on the Deferred
Com~nsat!on Plan, the UltiMizer, or other innovative Midland National insurance products, contact the Regional Sales Office, P.O. Box 70110
Houston, Texas 77270. Or call (713) 869-4505. Mik;
Jackson.

.

.
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Chicken 'N Rolls

COUNTRY FRIED CHICKEN

~

Open 10 o.m. • 10 p.m.
FAMILY DINING ROOM
DRIVE THRU WINDOW

Tel. 826-6578
Hwy. 290
Hempstead

CATERING
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PV Running for NA/A Indoor Track Championships
By Henry Hawkins
Track coaches Hoover
Wright and Barbara Jacket
both have a good feeling about
this weekend's NAIA Indoor
Track and Field meet which
starts a two-day run Friday at
Kansas City, Mo's Municipal
Auditorium.
"This is the first time we
have had this many people to
qualify for this meet. We
should finish in the top three:•

Ms. Jacket said.
"This is the best team I have
had since 1976 when we had
Essie Kelly (Washington) and
that group:' she added.
All "that group" did was
win two straight TFA-USA
outdoor championships and
three Southwestern Athletic
Conference outdoor and two
indoor titles.
"The thing about this team
is the togetherness, how they

work as a team and the fight
that they have:• Ms. Jacket
added.
Coach Wright, too, is
impressed with the fight and
balance his young squad had.
"We have some people in
events we haven't had in a long
time. We have a lot more
balance and more depth than
in a long time:• Wright said.
Both have 14 entrants and
return four who placed in

previous meets.
Galveston, Texas junior
Ernest Bell finished second and
eighth in the 880 yard run in
the past two NAIA meets.
Utica, New York junior
Edward Williams was third in
last years triple jump. Dallas
senior Keith King was sixth in
the shot put last year and
Houston junior Carl Garcia
second in the high jump in
1982.

Houston senior Easter
Gabriel is two-time 600-yard
run champ. Houston sophomore Norrie McAfee ran third
in the 600 yard run and sixth in
the 440. San Antonion junior
Deirdre Jackson finished sixth
in the 60 yard dash and the
long jump. Port Arthur senior
Lynne Gamble was second in
the 440 and third in the long
jump in last years meet and
third in the long jump in 1982.

Keith King, Men's Track

Baseball Team Hopes to Continue Streak

Coach John Tankersly

Waco, and freshman Michael pitching will have to come Panthers Alcorn and MissisBrown, from Houston, got through for us to have a sippi Valley before opening the
conference season at home
credit for the win although chance:• he added.
After the Texas College against West Division champ
neither went the distance.
"We are counting on some home doubleheaders, the Southern (March 9-10).
of these young pitchers to
come through if we are to
contend for the West title:•
said coach John Tankersley.
Rodney Williams scored 12
Both the men and women
"Our strengths of the team basketball teams of Southern points and Marc Horne 11. All
are speed and better than University roared to victory three had five rebounds.
average hitting. But the over Prairie View Saturday
The Lady Jaguars leading
night at Butler Fieldhouse in scorer was Shelly Sparks with
Houston.
17 points. Sandra ~dwin had
In the men's game, Southern
13 points. Michelle Walton led
won 77-49 with Jaguar Jeff the team with nine rebounds.
Included among the top 6-1, 195, Stafford, Texas, Faulkner hitting 22 points
Audrey Pruett scored 14
signees were all district (Willowridge); Leonard Hill, while the Lady Jaguars won
points and had 11 rebounds
selection Vincent Huffpower TE, 6-3, 228, Sherman, Texas, 86-51.
with four steals. Regina
Duncan had 13 points and
from Houston Yates. The 6-1 (Sherman); Vicent Huffpower,
Prairie View's Mark Rutseven rebounds.
245-pounder was "a main stay DL, 6-1, 245, Houston, Texas, ledge had 13 points while
on defense for Houston Yates (Yates); Emmerick Jacobs,
the past two years and is RB, 5-11, 205, Houston, Texas
expected to contribute right (Sam Houston); Garry Robertaway:• Hayman said.
son, LB, 6-1, 218, Houston,
Prairie View's Pantherettes
Jurice Haroin stepped in
Yates linebacker Garry Texas (Yates); Tyrone Sapen- fell 78-52, to Alabama State's with 14 points 10 rebounds and
Robertson was another who ter, DB, 6-1, 160, San Lady Hornets in a. South- one steal and Monica Thierry
came in for Hayman's priase. Antonio, Texas (Hillcrest); western Athletic Conference added 14 points six rebounds,
"He is a consistent football Cedric Scott, WR, 5-11, 165, basketball game Monday.
five steals and one block shot.
player with exceptional quick- Dallas, Texas (Roosevelt);
Prairie View's Andrew
Alabama State's Freda
ness. He has a good nose for Rodney Thompson, DB, 5-11, Freeman was the top scorer Pruett finished with 14 poinU
the football:' he added.
170, Houston, Texas (Ster- with 20 points.
seven rebounds and two steals.
Two players from Dallas ling); and Mark Wallace, QB,
were among the signees 6-1, 175, San Antonio, Texas,
including Cedric Scott from (Edison).
Dallas Roosevelt, the son of
former Prairie View footballer
Calvin Scott. The 165 pound
wide reciever "has sure hands,
CONTINUED from Page 14
good range and excellent
scorer
of the game. He hit 18
potential," Hayman said.
Hayman also added two of 25 goals and four for seven ELIGIBILITY
quarterbacks to the fold in free throws for 38 points. He
All active, full-time employees under age 70, their spouses
195-pounder Ernest Brow also had nine rebounds and under age 70, and.their unmarried dependent children from mothree
blocked
shots.
from Hitchcock and 175ment of birth to 19 years or to age 23, if attending an accredited
Joe Williams of Alabama school or college on a full-time basis. (The policy description of
pounder Mark Wallace from
State scored 28 points. He had eligible persons would follow the same language now used under
San Antonio Edison.
The signees: Jerry Broadus, 12 rebounds, three steals and the present inforce policy).
DB, 6-0, 185, Austin, Texas one block shot.
Prairie View's Rodney COVERAGE
(LB Johnson); Ernest Brow,
Full 24 hour, worldwide coverage, 365 days a year against
QB, 6-3,195, Hitchcock (Hitch Williams scored 17 points and
any type of accident in the course of business or pleasure, incock); Michael Forney, NB, had nine rebounds.
Jeff Wilson for the Panthers cluding accidents whether on or off the job, occurring in or away
6-1, 22, Dallas, Texas (Carter);
Eric Gary, OL, 6-3, 225, Los came in the game late, but with from the home, traveling by train, airplane, automobile, or other
Angeles Valley City (Junior enough force to score 14 points public or private conveyance, except as noted in exclusions below.
The benefits provided under this plan are payable in addition to
College); Adrian Haynes, RB, seven rebounds and one steal.
any other insurance which may be in effect at the time of the acciPrairie View is now 1-23.
dent.

lotson before playing at
Panther Diamond again
Off to a perfect start, Prairie against Texas College on
View's baseball team will be Tuesday (February 28).
trying to keep that intact when
The Panthers got four home
they open a six-game three-day runs - two by designated
road trip in Tyler, Texas with a hitter Marvin Hodge - in a
doubleheader agaimt Texas 6-3, 7-3 sweep of Huston-TilCollege.
lotson in the season opener last
On successive days the Friday.
Panthers will play at Jarvis
Two young pitchers, sophoChristian and at Huston-TH- more Raymond Wilson, from

By Henry Hawkins

PY Loses Double to S. U.

Hay,nan Signs 13 Football Players
With an eye toward shoring
up the secondary, first year
football coach Conway Hayman has landed 13 high school
recruits including three defensive backs, two interior
defensive linemen and a
linebacker.
"We were looking for
people who could start right
away or at least provide
adequate backup:' Hayman
said in assessing the signees.
"We need immediate help in
the secondary and put a lot of
emphasis there:• Hayman
added.

Hayman

II

Pantherettes in 78-52 loss to Alabama

Texas A&M University System

Alabama -

~~~~~ntative

NEEDED

Are you interested in being . . .

THE MILLER CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
FOR 1984?
If so, pick up an application form
from any Miller girl
or contact
Quinn R. Jenkins at 857-3205
Go for it and join the:

CJlJ!!J!!i,.IGH LIFE

team
1983 .,_.. brewed by- tM ........

e,...,. Cofflpeny M........ WI

Voluntary Accidental Death and
Dismemberment Proposal family Plan

EXCLUSIONS
The plan excludes loss resulting from declared or undeclared
war or any act thereof; accident occuring while the insured is on
full-time active duty in the armed forces of any country or international authority; intentionally self-inflicted injuries or suicide
or any attempt threat; pregnancy illness, or disease; test or experimental flying; operating or learning to operate or serving as a
member of the crew of any aircraft; flying in any aircraft under
the direction of any military authority (except MAC or similar
service).

BENEFITS
Accidental Death and Dismemberment
If such injuries shall result in any one of the following
specific losses within one year from the date of the accident, the
company will pay the sum set opposite such loss, provided,
however, that not more than one (the larger) of such sums shall be
paid with respect to injuries resulting from any one accident.

CONTACT

Mr. L. Catchings
Personnel Service
301 Anderson Hall
Prairie View A&M University. ,

MEMORIAL CENTER ADVISORY BOARD

WAIRIE VIEW A&M.------------.

PANTHER

SEATED: Shunta R: Gueary, Rebecca R. Alexander, Lara Kay Deadrick, Mr. Frank D. Jackson (sponsor), Schuetta
Bledsoe, Michelle Miller and Kim Washington.
'
STANDING: Tyrone Smith, Lynn Glasper, Gary Wallace, Angela Mills, Janie Flores, Dennis Brantley, Yvette
Crawford, Larry Garrett, Claude D. White, Marvin Williams and Hubert Sthran.
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The College of Engineering
and AT&T officials dedicated the Thomas N. Fogarty Solid State Laboratory,
Saturday in the Engineering
Center. The facility was
named for PV Professor
Fogarty shown standing at
the lab entrance.

Announcing . . .
• Joy Bible Study Ministries presents
presents
The Prophecy Trio Film Series
March I, 7:00 p.m., MSC

Talk About
Singing
There wasn't a dry eye in the
house when Mrs. Bridgett
Perkins sang a closing selection
"My Faith Looks Up to Thee"
during a session of the 26th Annual Minister's Conference.
Hundreds of religious leaders
across the state attended the
2-day meeting.

Mid-Day Fellowships
Monday-Friday, 12:00-1:00 p.m.
MSC - Roome 206

NEW RADIO PROGRAM GUIDE - KPVU-FM publishes
In this Issue a dew program guide, with time schedule as well as
content. Benjamin Okoro (above), one of several student diskjockeys, ls shown "on the air" in the Studio.

THE PANTHER
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M

• A Salute to Black Women
In The Arts
The Museum of Fine Arts
Houston
Sunday, March I I, 3:00 p.m.
(Details on Inside Pages)

PV in the Win Column
-Again
After pretty tough going in Fall
and Winter, Panther teams are
coming up front with Spring
Sports. Already Women's Track ·
has a conference title and both
men and women look strong for
NAIA honors this week.
(Coaches Barbara Jacket and Hoover
Wright pictured)

